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ABSTRACT
The gas is the dominant component of baryonic matter in most galaxy groups and
clusters. The spatial offsets of gas centre from the halo centre could be an indicator
of the dynamical state of cluster. Knowledge of such offsets is important for estimate
the uncertainties when using clusters as cosmological probes. In this paper, we study
the centre offsets roff between the gas and that of all the matter within halo systems
in ΛCDM cosmological hydrodynamic simulations. We focus on two kinds of centre
offsets: one is the three-dimensional PB offsets between the gravitational potential
minimum of the entire halo and the barycentre of the ICM, and the other is the two-
dimensional PX offsets between the potential minimum of the halo and the iterative
centroid of the projected synthetic X-ray emission of the halo. Halos at higher redshifts
tend to have larger values of rescaled offsets roff/r200 and larger gas velocity dispersion
σgas
v
/σ200. For both types of offsets, we find that the correlation between the rescaled
centre offsets roff/r200 and the rescaled 3D gas velocity dispersion, σ
gas
v
/σ200 can be
approximately described by a quadratic function as roff/r200 ∝ (σ
gas
v
/σ200 − k2)
2. A
Bayesian analysis with MCMC method is employed to estimate the model parameters.
Dependence of the correlation relation on redshifts and the gas mass fraction are also
investigated.
Key words: methods: numerical – galaxies: halos – galaxies: structure – dark matter.
1 INTRODUCTION
According to the current structure formation theory in
the ΛCDM universe, galaxies and clusters of galaxies were
formed in the potential wells of dark matter halos after the
dark age. These halos stem from the primordial density fluc-
tuation which was once amplified by the cosmic inflation
in the early Universe. The validity of this structure forma-
tion scenario has been well supported by a number of ob-
servations and cosmological simulations in the past decades.
In this framework, one would expect that ordinary matter
(baryonic matter) is a good tracer of dark matter if the
baryonic physics is negligible.
However, in addition to gravitational interactions,
baryon physics including heating, cooling, viscosity dissipa-
tion, star formation and feedback will lead to the offsets
between dark and baryonic matter in the nonlinear regime.
A typical example is the Bullet Cluster 1E0657-558, which
exhibits an 8σ spatial offsets between the Σ-map (surface
⋆ E-mail: liminghua@mail.sysu.edu.cn (LMH); zhuw-
shan5@mail.sysu.edu.cn (WSZ)
density map, observed via X-ray) and κ-map (convergence
map, observed via gravitational lensing) (Bradacˇ et al. 2006;
Clowe et al. 2006). Knowledge of the offsets between dark
and baryonic matter is important not only for an accurate
interpretation of many observed properties of galaxy clusters
but also in the estimation of the uncertainties when using
clusters as cosmological probes.
For instance, such spatial offsets can lead to the
mis-centring problem in the stacked weak lensing study
of galaxy groups and clusters, giving rise to biases in
mass calibration and the halo mass-concentration re-
lation (Johnston et al. 2007a,b; Mandelbaum et al. 2010;
Rozo et al. 2011; Viola et al. 2015). To reconstruct the un-
derlying mass density field from the tangential shear pro-
file of the background galaxies, one needs to designate the
‘centre’ of groups and clusters, around which shear maps
are stacked and azimuthally averaged to compute the sur-
face density around that region. However, a variety of centre
candidates lead to ambiguity in the identification. In prac-
tice, the brightest group/cluster galaxy (BCG), X-ray peak
and centroids of system members are often adopted as the
centre. Nevertheless, these adopted centres usually have off-
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sets from the minimum of potential well of associated dark
matter halos. Halo mass estimated from this stacked weak
lensing method can potentially be biased by 5− 30 per cent
if inaccurate halo centres are adopted and the mis-centring
issue is not addressed (George et al. 2012).
In addition, such spatial offsets is important to study
galaxy clusters detected by the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich(SZ) ef-
fects. Offsets between the centre of gas distribution, X-ray
peaks, and BCG may play important role in recovering the
SZ flux of clusters (Sehgal et al. 2013). Difference between
the distribution of offsets could indicate different selection
effects between optical, x-ray and SZ surveys of clusters
(Rossetti et al. 2016).
To understand the offsets between BCGs, X-ray peaks
and centroids from the minimum of potential of dark mat-
ter halo, many efforts have been devoted in observational
works. Lin & Mohr (2004) showed that about 30 per cent
of the BCGs lie at r > 0.05 r200 from the X-ray peak in a
samples of 93 galaxy clusters and groups. Shan et al. (2010)
found that 45 per cent of a sample of 38 galaxy clusters
have offsets > 10 arcsec after studying the projected off-
sets between the dominant component of baryonic matter
centre (measured by X-ray observations) and the gravita-
tional centre (measured by strong lensing). The physical pro-
jected separation of BCGs and halo centres were found to
< 10 − 15 kpc for the majority of clusters, although offsets
as large as > 50 kpc were reported as indicators of experi-
encing violent merge (Sanderson et al. 2009; Hudson et al.
2010; Oguri et al. 2010; Mann & Ebeling 2012; George et al.
2012; Zitrin et al. 2012; Rossetti et al. 2016). The offsets
have been shown in simulations as well. Berlind et al. (2003)
found that the average separation between the central
galaxy and the halo centre of mass is ∼ 0.1 r200. More
recently, Liao et al. (2016) showed that baryons and dark
matter can be segregated during the build-up process of
the halo in non-radiative hydrodynamical simulations, due
to different tidal torques experience. van den Bosch et al.
(2013), Du & Fan (2014), Cui et al. (2016) and the refer-
ences therein also have demonstrated the offsets of baryonic
matter from dark matter inside halos, and hence the pres-
ence of centre offsets.
Johnston et al. (2007b) introduced a Gaussian distri-
bution, P (Roff) = (Roff/σ
2
off) exp
−R2
off
/2σ2
off , to character-
ize the underlying spatial offsets between baryons and dark
matter, Roff , in clusters of galaxies
1. A more intricate sta-
tistical model of P (Roff) was later proposed by Viola et al.
(2015), who included poff being a probability that the cen-
tral galaxies are offsets from the centre of their host dark
matter halos. In both frameworks, Roff and the probability
poff were treated as free parameters in fitting the observed
stacked excess surface density (ESD) profile to the predic-
tion from the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile of dark
matter halo(Navarro et al. 1996, 1997), in order to estimate
the corresponding halo mass. The above works provided sta-
tistical descriptions of roff , which have been widely used in
the stacked weak lensing analysis of ESD in cluster mass
calibration (Andreon & Moretti 2011; Biesiadzinski et al.
2012; George et al. 2012; More et al. 2015; Sereno et al.
1 σoff = 0.42 h
−1 Mpc is the dispersion, the value of which is
estimated from mock catalogues.
2015). Saro et al. (2015) further introduced a form of dou-
ble Rayleigh function to describe the centre offsets distribu-
tions, with one component indicates the small offsets in re-
laxed systems, and the other component stand for large off-
sets in systems which had underwent merges recently. This
form of function was found to be capable of describing the
offsets between the centres of gravitational potential and
Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (SZE) for about 50, 000 clusters
in the Magneticum Pathfinder hydrodynamical simulations
(Gupta et al. 2017).
The presence of offsets is likely connected to the dis-
turbed dynamical state of clusters, i.e., unrelaxed-ness, and
objects with large offsets were expected to be more disturbed
(Clowe et al. 2006; Skibba et al. 2011). It is interesting to
probe whether the centre offsets between baryons and the
whole halo can be related to some physical properties, such
as the virial mass, velocity dispersion, or the temperature of
the gas component, etc. The temperature of gas in galaxy
groups and clusters, as well as the velocity dispersion, can
in principle be obtained or derived from observations, which
will reveal the dynamical state of objects. Moreover, the
gas is the dominant baryonic component in many galaxy
clusters and groups, so that the offsets of gas centre from
the halo centre could be a more representative tracer of the
spacial offsets between baryonic and dark matter than the
BCGs. On the other hand, studying the possible relation
between the offsets and the halo properties may help to un-
derstand the distributions of offsets. It also has important
consequences for accurate interpretation of cluster observa-
tions (van den Bosch et al. 2005; Du & Fan 2014; Cui et al.
2016).
In this paper, we study the centre offsets between the
baryons and the entire halo system in cosmological hydrody-
namical simulations. Two types of offsets are investigated:
one is the three-dimension offsets between the gravitational
potential minimum of the entire halo and the barycentre of
the ICM, and the other is the two-dimension projected off-
sets between the potential minimum of the halo and the
iterative centroid of the synthetic X-ray emission of the
halo. These offsets are calculated for halos within the range
1012.5 h−1 M⊙ < M200 < 10
15.0 h−1 M⊙, divided into five
mass bins. The correlation between the spatial offsets and
the velocity dispersion of the gas within the virial radius, as
well as the dynamical state of the system and their evolu-
tion since z = 0.5 are investigated. The consistency of our
results with previous observations and simulation works and
the possible impacts of the gas fraction of the system are also
examined and discussed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we give the details of the simulations and the halo
samples, and the different definitions of centres and offsets
that are studied in this paper. The results are presented in
Section 3. The cumulative distributions of the two types of
centre offsets and the velocity dispersion of the gas are pre-
sented in this Section 3.1 and 3.2. A Bayesian analysis with
the Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) method is applied
in Section 3.3 to study the correlation between the spatial
offsets and the velocity dispersion of the gas as well as its
redshift evolution. Conclusions and discussion about the re-
sults are presented in Section 4.
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Numerical simulations
The Tree-PM N-body/SPH code GADGET-2 (Springel
2005) is used to carry out the simulations in this work.
The simulations adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmology, giving the
concordance parameters as Ωm,0 = 0.30, ΩΛ,0 = 0.70,
Ωb,0 = 0.045 for the matter, the dark energy, and the bary-
onic matter density parameter respectively, h = 0.70 for the
current dimensionless Hubble parameter, and ns = 0.96 for
the spectrum index of primordial perturbation (Ade et al.
2016). Multiple physical processes are included in the simu-
lations, including an ultra-violate (UV) background, radia-
tive cooling, star formation, and the feedback from super-
novae. Feedback from AGN is ignored at the current stage.
Our study is based on three simulations started from
zini = 120. Each simulation contains 512
3 dark matter and
5123 gas particles. The first two simulations track the struc-
ture formation in a periodic box of (100 h−1 Mpc)3. A series
of previous work was based on these two simulations, i.e.
Dong et al. (2014); Wang et al. (2014); Tang et al. (2018).
For the first run, which is referred as the ‘B100-SF1’ (‘SF1’
for short) in the rest of the paper, the adopted Plummer
equivalent softening length is ǫPl = 9.8 h
−1 kpc . The sec-
ond simulation, referred as B100-SF2(SF2 for short), inher-
its most of the parameters of the ‘SF1’ run but adopts a
different softening length ǫPl = 4.5 h
−1 kpc to examine the
possible influence from the resolution.
The third simulation (‘B200-SF3’, ‘SF3’ for short)
adopts most of the input parameters of the ‘SF2’ run,
but with a larger box size of (200 h−1 Mpc)3, which
would increase the number of halos with mass over
1014.5 h−1 M⊙. We apply the Amiga’s Halo Finder (AHF,
Knollmann & Knebe (2009)) to identify haloes from the
simulations as a mean density ρ(< r200) = 200ρcrit within
virial radius, where ρcrit ≡ 3H20/(8πG) is the critical density
of the universe. Only the halos with a number of particles
larger than 1000 are considered in our study.
2.2 Definition of centres and offsets
As pointed out by Robertson et al. (2017), the types and
magnitudes of the centre offsets in clusters sensitively de-
pends on different definitions of the halo centres. For the
offsets calculation in this work, the following centre defini-
tions are adopted respectively for the entire halo and the
baryonic component.
2.2.1 Halo centre identification
As in many of the literatures, we use the following definition
of halo centre.
Minimum of the Gravitational Potential rhalopot : The
minimum of the potential well is used as the most popular
indicator of the cluster centre in both the simulation and
the weak lensing observation. The potential minimum posi-
tion of all particles within the virial radius in the comoving
coordinate system is denoted as rhalopot .
2.2.2 Baryonic centre identification
When we refer to the baryonic centre in this study, we focus
on the ICM gas component. The related definitions of the
baryonic centres in our investigation of offsets are:
Barycentre of the Gas rgascom: We calculate the centre
of mass of all the gas particles, i.e. rgascom. We restrict the
calculation to the gas particles that are lying within the
halo in the comoving coordinate system.
X-ray Peak of the ICM rICMxpeak: To compare with the X-
ray observations of clusters, we also simulate the X-ray emis-
sion of the ICM component of each halo. The synthetic X-
ray photons are generated from an ideal emission spectrum
that is calculated for each gas particle depending on their
temperature, metallicity, and redshift. This procedure is im-
plemented by the PHOX code (Biffi et al. 2012,?), which
invokes the XSPEC package 2 to deal with the emission
(APEC model, Smith et al. 2001) and absorption (WABS
model, Morrison & McCammon 1983) of the X-ray photons.
These generated X-ray photons are then filtered according
to the specified collecting area (∼ 2000 cm2) and a realistic
observing time (∼ 5× 104 seconds) and finally projected in
the direction of line of sight (l.o.s) to obtain the synthetic
2D X-ray map of each halo. The X-ray peak rICMxpeak, which
is identified as the pixel with the maximum value of photon
counts, which seems is more close to the observation.
Iterative Centroid/Geometric Centre of the X-ray
Photons rICMxgeo:We use an iterative method to calculate the
centroid of the X-ray profile of the halo which is similar to
that adopted by Cui et al. (2016). For each halo, we start
from the X-ray peak, rICMxpeak, calculate the geometric centre
of the X-ray photons within the virial radius, and set it as
the initial value. Then in each iteration, we search the centre
of X-ray, starting from the position of the centroid obtained
in the last step, but with the radius r shrinking to be 0.85
times of previous step. The iteration ends until the searching
radius reaches r < 0.3r200. This method and centroid defini-
tion, which is based on those in Bo¨hringer et al. (2010) and
Rasia et al. (2013), is believed to be less biased by the satel-
lites than the X-ray peak rICMxpeak (see Mantz et al. (2015) for
more discussions). We use the above iterative approach to
locate the centroid of the X-ray profile of the halo, which is
denoted as rICMxgeo.
2.2.3 Definitions of offsets
In this work, we focus on two types of offsets roff .
Potential Minimum-Barycentre offsets (‘PB’ off-
sets): It is the offsets between the barycentre of the gas
and the gravitational potential minimum of the entire clus-
ter, i.e.
roff,PB = |rhalopot − rgascom|. (1)
2 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xanadu/xspec/
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B100-SF1 B100-SF2 B200-SF3
z = 0 z = 0.2 z = 0.5 z = 0 z = 0.2 z = 0.5 z = 0 z = 0.2 z = 0.5
M1: M200 > 1014.5 h
−1 M⊙ 3 1 0 3 1 0 35 25 21
M2: 1014.0 h−1 M⊙ 6 M200 < 1014.5 h
−1 M⊙ 15 12 8 15 12 8 188 167 112
M3: 1013.5 h−1 M⊙ 6 M200 < 1014.0 h
−1 M⊙ 63 66 52 63 65 55 839 802 702
M4: 1013.0 h−1 M⊙ 6 M200 < 1013.5 h
−1 M⊙ 259 232 217 259 241 220 2649 2613 2521
M5: 1012.5 h−1 M⊙ 6 M200 < 1013.0 h
−1 M⊙ 800 803 750 807 812 768 7892 8019 8025
Table 1. Number of halos within different mass bins for the three cosmological simulations.
This is an physically intrinsic offsets between the gas and
the entire system and likely can be related to the physical
properties of groups and clusters.
Potential Minimum-X-ray Centroid offsets (‘PX’ off-
sets): The second type of offsets that is studied in this work
is the offsets between the centroid of the ICM and the grav-
itational potential minimum of the entire cluster, i.e.
roff,PX = |rhalopot − rICMxgeo|. (2)
Different from the centre-of-mass of the gas, these X-ray
emission centres of the ICM gas could be easily obtained
from the X-ray observations of clusters and galaxies. An-
other possible choice of the baryonic centre is the BCGs.
However, since the gas component is believed to dominate
over the stellar component in galaxy clusters, the offsets of
the gas centre from the halo centre could be a more repre-
sentative tracer to the spacial offsets between baryonic and
dark matter than the BCGs. Considering these, we base our
study and discussions on the above two types of centre off-
sets for the halos in the simulations.
2.2.4 Different mass and redshift bins
To study the dependence of the offsets roff on halo mass,
the halos identified in the simulations are classified into five
bins according to their virial mass M200, with a bin width
of ∆log(M200/ h
−1 M⊙) = 0.5. The number of halos in dif-
ferent mass and redshift bins are given in Table 1.
We perform our statistical analysis for three different
snapshots (different redshifts), i.e. at z = 0, 0.2 and 0.5 to
examine the possible redshift evolution of the results. The
halos at z = 0.2 and 0.5 are identified by using the same
spherical overdensity method as those at z = 0.
3 RESULTS
In this section, we analysis the results for the PB and PX
offsets. To be concise, we mainly present results from the
SF3 run in this section. Results from the other two runs are
used for comparison and are only shown whenever necessary.
3.1 Cumulative distribution of spatial offsets
As a matter of fact, the more massive halos tend to have
larger physical separation roff between baryonic and dark
matter than the less massive ones. Moreover, a more massive
halo would have a larger virial radius r200, which could result
in a larger roff than less massive halo for the same level
of unrelaxed-ness. To reduce the bias due to halo size, the
rescaled centre offsets, i.e. roff/r200 are probed.
In Figure 1(a) and 1(b), the cumulative distribution
of the rescaled PB offsets roff,PB/r200 and PX offsets
roff,PX/r200 for different mass bins for the SF3 run are re-
spectively plotted. Two characteristics are notable. The first
is that the cumulative distribution of the rescaled PB offsets
roff,PB/r200 as well as the PX offsets roff,PX/r200 both show
weak dependence on halo mass. The distribution curves for
different mass bins almost overlap with each other. The re-
sults for the mass bin M1 (green solid line) are contaminated
by the statistical noise due to the deficiency of halo samples.
The second notable characteristic is that the PX offsets
have a steeper distribution curve than the PB offsets. In
other words, the PX offsets in most halo system are smaller
than the PB offsets. Almost over 80 per cent of the halo
systems have a PX offsets roff,PX/r200 < 0.05 (equivalently
roff,PX 6 10 h
−1 kpc), while for the PB offsets this frac-
tion is about 60%. The result of PX offsets is consistent
with that obtained by (Cui et al. 2016) from an SPH cos-
mological simulation which also include radiative cooling,
star formation and kinetic feedback from supernovae with
a softening length ∼ 7.5 h−1 kpc (ignoring AGN feedback).
Moreover, the level and distribution of PX offsets also agree
with that reported in previous observation and simulation
works (Mann & Ebeling 2012; Rossetti et al. 2016) despite
the difference in the definition of centre offsets.
In Figure 2 and 3, the redshift evolution of the dis-
tribution of rescaled PB offsets roff,PB/r200 and PX offsets
roff,PX/r200 for different mass bins in the SF3 run are re-
spectively plotted. For each of the mass bin M2, M3, M4 and
M5, the proportion of halos with a small offsets roff/r200 (ei-
ther roff,PB/r200 or roff,PX/r200) is larger for lower redshifts.
This feature can be explained by the evolution of halos at
low redshifts in the ΛCDM universe. The merge frequency
slows down in the redshift range considered here, and hence
the unrelaxed-ness decreases along with time. This conclu-
sion holds it validity for both of the offsets definitions. As
in Figure 1, the results for the mass bin M1 (top panels in
Figure 2 and 3) suffer from statistical noises since the bin is
insufficiently sampled.
3.2 Cumulative distribution of velocity dispersion
We are interested in the correlation between rescaled spatial
offsets roff/r200 (either roff,PB/r200 or roff,PX/r200) and the
dynamical state of the halo system. The dynamical state of a
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 1. Cumulative distributions of the rescaled PB offsets roff,PB/r200 and PX offsets roff,PX/r200 at three different redshifts for
the SF3 run. The offsets distance is rescaled by virial radius r200. Lines of different colors refer to different halo mass bins as detailed in
Table 1.
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Figure 2. Redshift evolution of the cumulative distributions of the rescaled PB offsets roff,PB/r200 for different mass bins in the SF3
run. Lines of different colors refer to the results for different redshifts.
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Figure 3. Redshift evolution of the cumulative distributions of the rescaled PX offsets roff,PX/r200 for different mass bins in the SF3
run. Lines of different colors refer to the results for different redshifts.
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Figure 4. Cumulative distributions of halos as a function of the rescaled velocity dispersion σgasv /σ200 of the gas component at three
different redshifts for the SF3 run. Lines of different colors refer to different halo mass bins as detailed in Table 1.
system, either dark matter or the gas component, can likely
be reflected by its velocity dispersion, i.e., the root mean
square (abbreviated as RMS or r.m.s) of the velocity vari-
ance of its corresponding particle members. To address our
concern, we firstly study the distribution of three-dimension
(3D) velocity dispersion of the gas component, dubbed as
σgasv , in the halos. As the definition of rgas, we also restrict
to the gas that is residing within the halos.
To reduce the possible bias induced by the mass of
the system, we introduce the rescaled velocity dispersion
σgasv /σ200, where the gas velocity dispersion σ
gas
v is rescaled
by the 3D velocity dispersion σ200 of the entire system. Fol-
lowing Munari et al. (2013), σ200 is given as
σ200
km s−1
=
√
3σ1D
km s−1
=
√
3A1D
[
h(z)M200
1015.0M⊙
]α
, (3)
where A1D ≃ 103 and α ≃ 1/3. σ200 and M200 are in unit of
km s−1 and h−1 M⊙ respectively.
In Figure 4, the mass dependence of σgasv /σ200 are
shown. Like the rescaled PB and PX offsets, σgasv /σ200 shows
little dependence on the halo mass. The distribution curves
of σgasv /σ200 for different mass bins are in well agreement
with each other within the statistical noise.
In Figure 5, the redshift evolution of the rescaled gas
velocity dispersion σgasv /σ200 are shown. Similar to that of
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Figure 5. Redshift evolution of the cumulative distributions of the rescaled velocity dispersion σgasv /σ200 for halos in different mass bins
in the SF3 run. Lines of different colors refer to the results for different redshifts.
the rescaled offsets shown in Figure 2 and 3, the number of
halos with a large σgasv /σ200 decreases along with redshifts.
It also implies that the merge rate and the un-relaxedness of
the halos both go down with lower redshifts. It should also
be noticed that the rescaled velocity dispersion σgasv /σ200
depends more sensitively on the redshifts than the rescaled
offsets. Thus, it can be taken as a proper indicator of the
dynamic state of the system without mass bias.
3.3 Correlation between centre offsets and
velocity dispersion
roff/r200 and σ
gas
v /σ200 might can both be taken as the indi-
cators of the dynamical state of the cluster system. Actually,
the mass dependence and redshift evolution of roff/r200 and
σgasv /σ200 show evident similarity. Thus, it is interesting to
study the correlation between them.
3.3.1 roff/r200 as a quadratic function of σ
gas
v /σ200
In Figure 6 and 7, we respectively plot the PB offsets
roff,PB/r200 and PX offsets roff,PX/r200 as a function of
σgasv /σ200 for halos in different mass bins and redshifts.
To quantitatively describe the correlation between the cen-
tre offsets roff/r200 and the rescaled gas velocity dispersion
σgasv /σ200, we introduce the following quadratic function
3,
i.e.
roff
r200
= k1
[
σgasv
σ200
− k2
]2
+ k3, (4)
where σgasv is the 3D velocity dispersion of the gas within
the halo in the comoving coordinate system, and σ200 is
the 3D velocity dispersion of the entire halo, which is esti-
mated by equation (3). roff/r200 can be either the PB offsets
roff,PB/r200 or the PX offsets roff,PX/r200.
The model parameter vector is defined as λ =
(k1, k2, k3). We apply Bayesian inference techniques to de-
termine the posterior probability distribution P (λ|D) of the
model parameters, given the simulation data D. We sample
the posterior distribution P (λ|D) using the Markov-Chain
Monte-Carlo (MCMC) method. The roff/r200 for each halo
is weighted by woff = |(σgasv /σ200) · 4.5 × 10−2| in the sta-
tistical analysis in order to obtain a mean χ2min ∼ 1. The
3 The explanation for such a formalism is given and discussed in
the final section.
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Figure 6. Rescaled PB offsets, roff,PB/r200, as a function of the rescaled gas velocity dispersion, σ
gas
v /σ200 for the SF3 run. Results for
different mass bins at three different redshifts z = 0, 0.2, and 0.5 are presented. Considering the large number of halos in the M5 bins,
only a tenth of them are plotted above. The y-axis is presented in log scale. The black solid lines represent the quadratic function (4)
with the parameter values from the MCMC analysis of the entire halo catalogue (as presented in Table 2).
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Figure 7. Rescaled PX offsets, roff,PX/r200, as a function of the rescaled gas velocity dispersion, σ
gas
v /σ200 for the SF3 run. Results for
different mass bins at three different redshifts z = 0, 0.2, and 0.5 are presented. Considering the large number of halos in the M5 bins,
only a tenth of them are plotted above. The y-axis is presented in log scale. The black solid lines represent the quadratic function (4)
with the parameter values from the MCMC analysis of the entire halo catalogue (as presented in Table 2).
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Figure 8. Fraction of gas in the entire halo system as a function of the velocity dispersion of the gas component for the SF3 run.
Mgas represents the virial mass of the gas component and M200 is the mass of the whole system. The gas velocity dispersion σ
gas
v
is rescaled by the velocity dispersion σ200 for the whole system. Data points with different symbols (in the same patterns as used in
Figure 6 and 7) represent halos in the five different halo mass bins as detailed in Table 1. The results are presented at three different
redshifts z = 0, 0.2, and 0.5. The red dotted lines represents the threshold of σgasv /σ200 below which the Bayesian analysis is applied.
The σgasv /σ200 thresholds are respectively 0.68 at z = 0, 0.75 at z = 0.2, 0.94 at z = 0.5. The black solid lines represent the threshold of
the gas fraction Mgas/M200 = 0.09. Considering the large number of halos in the M5 bins, only a tenth of them are plotted above.
halo samples from the SF1, SF2 and SF3 simulations are
all explored in our statistical study. For each simulation, we
perform our statistical analysis on the whole halo sample
in each snapshot, i.e., at z = 0, 0.2 and 0.5 respectively to
obtain the value of the model parameters at different red-
shifts. The black lines in Figure 6 and 7 indicate the fitting
results. The results for the three simulations are similar so
that we mainly present those for the SF3. The analyses are
restricted to those systems with σgasv /σ200 6 0.68, 0.75, and
0.94 (see Figure 8).
3.3.2 parameters k1, k2 and k3
The marginalized values of k1, k2 and k3 from the MCMC
analysis of the halos at different redshifts for two types
of offsets definitions are presented in Table 2. The conclu-
sions for the rescaled offsets roff/r200 in this subsection are
valid for both of the PB offsets roff,PB/r200 and PX offsets
roff,PX/r200.
The parameter k1 represents the amplitude of the spa-
tial offsets roff/r200. It to a certain degree describes that how
strong roff/r200 correlates with σ
gas
v /σ200. As shown in Ta-
ble 2, for both types of roff/r200, the simulation data gives a
non-zero k1, while the relatively large confidence regions of
k1 (up to 30 ∼ 40 per cent of the mean value) reflects that
the constraint is loose. For certain redshift, the PB and PX
offsets have a k1 that are coincident with each other at 1σ
confidence level.
The parameter k2 is related to the dynamical state
of the halo system. According to the equation (4), the
spatial offsets roff/r200 obtains its minimum value when
σgasv /σ200 = k2. Physically, the spatial offsets roff/r200 for
a system is believed to have its minimum value when the
system is dynamically stable or relaxed. Therefore, k2 is
equivalently the critical value of σgasv /σ200 that a system
can have to its maximum stability. For both types of offsets,
the marginalized value of k2 shows a more apparent redshift
evolution than that for the parameter k1, in analogy to what
we found from comparing the redshift evolution of the distri-
bution of roff/r200 and σ
gas
v /σ200 in section 3.2. The systems
at higher redshift tend to have a larger k2. Given the same
redshift, the marginalized value of k2 for the PX offsets is
relatively larger than that for the PB offsets.
The parameter k3 represents the residuals of the
rescaled offsets roff/r200 even though the system reaches
its maximum stability at σgasv /σ200 = k2. For both types
of offsets, the marginalized values k3 for different redshifts
are consistent with each other within the statistical uncer-
tainties. The small magnitude of the k3 term are in fact in
agreement with the magnitudes of the spacial centres offsets
in relaxed clusters reported in the literatures.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, the centre offsets between the ICM gas and the
entire halo system are studied using three hydrodynamical
cosmological simulations. We focus on two kinds of centre
offsets: one is the three-dimensional PB offsets between the
gravitational potential minimum of the entire halo and the
barycentre of the ICM, and the other is the two-dimensional
PX offsets between the potential minimum of the halo and
the iterative centroid of the projected synthetic X-ray emis-
sion of the halo. The halos at higher redshifts tend to have
a slightly larger centre offsets than those at lower redshifts
(see Figure 2). This possibly reflects the fact that the merge
frequency and un-relaxedness of a galaxy cluster goes down
with the passage of time. We further probe the gas velocity
dispersion. The cumulative distribution of σgasv /σ200 shows
that the halos at higher redshifts tend to have an apparently
larger σgasv /σ200 than those at lower redshifts. Nevertheless,
both the σgasv /σ200 and roff/r200 shows weak dependence on
halo mass and the resolution. Therefore, both of them can
be used as indicators of the dynamic state of galaxy clus-
ters with different virial mass. In fact, the offsets has been
used as an criterion to select relaxed cluster in previous work
(e.g., Cui et al. 2017), despite the difference on the defini-
tion of offsets. For both types of offsets, we find that the
correlation between the rescaled centre offsets roff/r200 and
the rescaled 3D gas velocity dispersion, σgasv /σ200 could be
approximately described by a quadratic function as equa-
tion (4). However, the correlation of roff,PX/r200 is relatively
weaker. A Bayesian analysis with MCMC method was em-
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PB offsets (SF3, 1σ C.L.) PX offsets (SF3 , 1σ C.L.)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
redshift z = 0 z = 0.2 z = 0.5 Mean z = 0 z = 0.2 z = 0.5 Mean
k1 0.667+0.396
−0.294 0.626
+0.398
−0.377 0.502
+0.422
−0.340 0.599
+0.405
−0.337 0.945
+0.394
−0.264 0.626
+0.485
−0.250 0.331
+0.445
−0.286 0.634
+0.441
−0.267
k2 0.205+0.051
−0.048 0.247
+0.044
−0.034 0.330
+0.061
−0.032 0.261
+0.052
−0.038 0.302
+0.045
−0.031 0.352
+0.059
−0.021 0.427
+0.057
−0.041 0.361
+0.054
−0.031
k3 0.005+0.005
−0.004 0.004
+0.005
−0.004 0.006
+0.007
−0.006 0.005
+0.006
−0.005 0.0002
+0.0002
−0.0001 0.0004
+0.0005
−0.0003 0.0005
+0.0004
−0.0001 0.0004
+0.0003
−0.0002
Table 2. Marginalized values of the parameter k1, k2 and k3 from the MCMC analysis of the whole sample for both the PB and PX
offsets for the SF3 run. The (2) to (4) columns list the universal marginalized mean values of k1 and k2 with 68 per cent confidence
intervals at different redshifts for the PB offsets, while the (6) to (8) columns list those for the PX offsets. The (5) and (9) columns list
the averaged values from (2) to (4) and from (6) to (8) columns, respectively.
ployed to estimate the model parameters k1, k2 and k3. On
the other hand, the magnitude of σgasv /σ200 is affected by
the gas mass fraction of the halos. We define the gas mass
fraction as fgas ≡ Mgas/M200. The gas fraction fgas as a
function of the velocity dispersion σgasv /σ200 is plotted in
Figure 8. One can see that some halos with low fgas tend
to have large σgasv /σ200, thus might be dynamically more
un-relaxed than those with high fgas, and might weaken the
correlation between rescaled offsets and velocity dispersion.
Some comments are necessary on the quadratic func-
tion (4). The function (4) we introduced can be roughly
considered to be an interference of the virial theorem. For
a collapsed system with virial radius r200 and mass M ,
the virial theorem has the form of 2T + U = 0, where
U = −αGM2/r200 and T = 12βM〈v2〉. α and β are con-
stants, and their values are dependent on the specific profile
of the system. 〈v2〉 is the variation of the velocity of particles
within, which equals the 3D velocity dispersion σ2v assum-
ing a Gaussian velocity distribution. The deviation of the
potential energy from equilibrium state, which is related to
the spatial centre offsets of the entire system, ∆r ≡ roff , and
can be written as
∆U ∼ αGM
2
r200
· ∆r
r200
∼ αGM
2
r200
· roff
r200
, (5)
Assuming that the characteristic gas velocity dispersion
is σgasv,relaxed = k2σ200 in a relaxed system, the corresponding
perturbation of the kinematic energy of the gas component
can be expressed as
∆Tgas ∼ 1
2
βMgas(σ
gas
v − k2σ200)2
∼ 1
2
βMgasσ
2
200 · (σgasv /σ200 − k2)2
∼ fgasT · (σgasv /σ200 − k2)2.
(6)
We further assume that the perturbation of the kinematic
energy of the dark matter is a few times of that of gas,
i.e., ∆Tcdm ∼ γ∆Tgas. Therefore, ∆T = ∆Tcdm + ∆Tgas ∼
(1+γ)∆Tgas ∼ (1+γ)fgasT · (σgasv /σ200−k2)2. Substituting
these terms into ∆T/T ≈ ∆U/U , one obtains
roff/r200 ∝ (σgasv /σ200 − k2)2. (7)
It should be emphasized that the model was somewhat
oversimplified. For instance, the thermal energy of the gas,
which could be an important factor, was not included in our
derivation. Recent works using high resolution AMR sim-
ulations showed that the thermal energy is of almost the
same order of magnitude as the kinematic energy (due to
turbulent motions, the ratio is 2-5) of the ICM (Vazza et al.
(2011), Schmidt et al. (2017), and references therein). Con-
sidering this, the perturbation of thermal energy of gas
would generally have the same order of magnitude as ∆Tgas.
This could be accommodated by a factor in equation (4)
and would not change the form of the equation significantly.
Meanwhile, these studies also showed that the turbulent mo-
tions of ICM remain non-negligible even in relaxed clusters.
Hence, a non-zero k2 is expected.
More comments are also necessary for the PX offsets,
and its correlation with the velocity dispersion. One factor
is the projection effect. The PB offsets is calculated directly
from the 3D simulation data and thus is one of the intrin-
sic physical separation between the two centres. It is closely
related to the inner kinematic or dynamic processes of the
system. The PX offsets is a 2D offsets between the poten-
tial minimum of the halo and the iterative centroid of the
projected synthetic X-ray emission of the halo. To calcu-
late the PX offsets, one need to first simulate the X-ray
emission of the halo due to the metallicity and the tem-
perature of the gas. Then the synthetic X-ray photons are
projected along the line-of-sight (l.o.s) direction to obtain
the 2D mock X-ray profile. Any structures along the l.o.s
would introduce contamination to the results of PX offsets.
About 10 per cent of the halos in our samples suffer from
this effect. These halos usually have an abnormally large
PX offsets (roff,PX/r200 > 0.3) but a reasonable PB offsets
(roff,PB/r200 < 0.3, which implies that the system is actually
dynamically relaxed). We examined these halos and found
that over 98% of these halos have significant X-ray contam-
ination from other structures within the projected distance
of the virial radius along the l.o.s direction. These contami-
nated halos were not included into our statistical analysis.
Moreover, the model used to generate the X-ray pho-
tons would also introduce biases to the results. In generating
the 2D mock X-ray map of the halos that are employed for
numerical studies in this paper, we do not convolve the X-
ray photons with the responding characteristics of a specific
instrument, defined by the redistribution matrix file (RMF)
and the ancillary response file (ARF) of any specific instru-
ment, which could be another source of biases. The correla-
tion between the PX offsets and the σgasv /σ200 could possibly
have been weakened by these biases.
Despite its large scatter, the correlation we obtained
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in this paper provides an alternative way of characteriz-
ing the centre offsets for clusters, other than the statistical
approaches adopted by Johnston et al. (2007b), More et al.
(2015), Viola et al. (2015), and references therein. Our work
shows the possibility of establishing empirical relations be-
tween some physical properties of the galaxy clusters and
groups, and centre offsets. These correlations, if properly
calibrated, could be employed in the future data analysis as
an alternative approach to determine the ‘true’ centre of the
clusters of galaxies from the observations.
Our investigation also shows that the intrinsic phys-
ical separation of gas centre is significantly larger than
the two-dimensional PX offsets. The offsets of BCGs from
the minimum of potential well is generally comparable or
smaller than the PX offsets (e.g., Cui et al. 2016). Con-
siderable physical separation between gas centre and BCG
is expected, which might can partly explain the finding in
Sehgal et al. (2013), i.e., a lower recovered SZ signal than
Planck.
Last but not the least, it should be noticed that the
barycentre or the X-ray centroid of the ICM or IGM do not
always coincide with the BCGs, the latter of which are often
considered as the cluster centre in the galaxy and cluster
observations as well as in mass reconstruction by stacked
weak lensing. Further studies are urged to investigate their
possible relations and its impact on the centre identification
and mass estimation for galaxy groups or clusters, as well as
on the properties of SZ selected clusters. Related research
are undertaking.
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